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Mission Statement

The Indian Pharmaceutical Association (IPA) is the national 
professional body of pharmacists engaged in various facets of 

the profession of pharmacy. 

The IPA is committed to promote the highest professional and 
ethical standards of pharmacy, focus the image of pharmacists 

as competent healthcare professionals, sensitize the 
community, government and others on vital professional issues 

and support pharmaceutical education and sciences in all 
aspects.
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MESSAGE FROM THE 
PRESIDENT OF IPA 

Indian Pharmaceutical Association - National Pharmacy Week 2017

President, The Indian Pharmaceutical Association and the Commonwealth Pharmacists Association   
rao.vadlamudi@gmail.com.

Rao V. S. V. Vadlamudi, PhD,

The IPA regularly organizes the National Pharmacy Week during the third week of November 
each year and announces a theme to follow for that year. The purpose of this activity is to make 
all stakeholders such as the patients & their immediate family members, the medical / paramedical 
professionals, the local, state and central governments, the regulators and policymakers, 
students, adults and the aged citizens of our country become aware of the role of pharmacists, 
their expertise on medicines & their use, about the law that medicines must be handled and 
dispensed only by registered pharmacists and no one else. 

For patients, post-diagnosis by a medical practitioner, the most knowledgeable, dependable and
readily accessible expert on their prescribed medicines is the pharmacist. Pharmacists must advise 
patients about medicines, particularly regarding what the medicine is for, what is the dose and how 
many times in a day and how long it should be taken, what are the precautions while taking the 
medicine, and how to store and safeguard the medicines. Along with this information, Pharmacists 
must also educate the patient about the ailment they are suffering from, what needs to be done to 
recover faster in addition to taking the medicines regularly and the changes that they need to bring 
about in their lifestyle and food habits to maintain a healthy and disease-free life. Pharmacists must 
also explain the patients about the diagnostic and clinical tests that they need to undergo in order 
to assess the recovery being made after initiating the treatment as a part of follow-up. Pharmacists 
should educate the community about infectious diseases, how to prevent the spread of infections, 
and how best to take antibiotics and other antimicrobial drugs to prevent or reduce the emergence 
of Antimicrobial Resistance. Pharmacists need to explainpatients and community about the rational 
use of drugs and how spurious or fake drugs can be detected to avoid using those by all means.  

When all of us implement the above and start making visible and demonstrable value 
addition to the patients and community, the importance of the pharmacist in the society 

gets recognized by one and all. That is a sure way of establishing the undisputed role of a 
pharmacist in creating a healthy society, the backbone ofthe “Swasth Bharat” we are all 

dreaming of!
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A theme is chosen every year to showcase the potential of pharmacists. It is necessary to carry 
out these activities throughout the year, whenever there is an opportunity, and intensify these on 
important health days, the world pharmacist’s day and during the National Pharmacy Week. It is 
necessary to continuously drill the importance of pharmacists into the minds of all stakeholders in 
order to make pharmacists an integral part of the healthcare team in our country. Accordingly, the 
theme chosen for NPW for 2017 is "Know your Medicines; Ask your Pharmacist".



Dear All, 
Every year the IPA celebrates the ‘National Pharmacy Week’ (NPW) 
all over India in the third week of November. NPW this year will be 
celebrated from 19th to 25th November, 2017. 

The theme for the year is

“Know Your Medicines: 
Ask Your Pharmacist”

Introductory Note
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Pharmacists’ Role: Medicines can prove to be miraculous if taken in the 
right way but can turn into a poison if misused. It is important to learn 
about your medicines and the right way to take them. This includes the 
administration time, duration of treatment, dosage, precautions, possible 
side effects, and the right way of administration especially for medicines 
available as dry powder for reconstitution or dosage forms not for oral 
use or those for external use. A pharmacist can play a vital role in 
providing the authentic information about the medicines to the patient. 

This year, the Indian Pharmaceutical Association has finalized the 
theme to spread the message far and wide across the country.

A SINCERE REQUEST 

It is noted that every year, during NPW, many IPA Branches conduct 
programmes for pharmacists and students in pharmacy colleges. 

The main purpose and focus/target of the NPW is the patient/public, 
and the authorities, so that we can highlight/ project the image and role 
of the pharmacist and the pharmacy profession.Therefore, we request 

you to focus your activities on this target audience. 
-NPW Team 

Programmes for pharmacy students and pharmacists can be done well 
in advance of the NPW, so that they can be primed about NPW, and 

encouraged to carry the NPW message to the public during the NPW. 

Activity Guide for State & Local Branches
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It is a well-known fact that in the last quarter century, pharmacy has expanded its role 
within the health care delivery system from a profession focusing on preparation and 
dispensing of medications to patients safety. Pharmacists provide a wide range of patient 
-oriented services to maximize the medicine's effectiveness and ensure adherence to 
therapy, safe and responsible use, effectively contributing to the health of the people. 

Involve all pharma professionals: Let us thus continue with the good work that pharmacy 
professionals are doing in making this year’s NPW an even bigger success. IPA wishes 
to promote this theme nation-wide through its State and Local branches, and with the 
involvement of pharmacy colleges and the pharmacy students, out into the public. 

 
We, therefore, request the members of the State and Local Branches of IPA to 

get in touch with the pharmacy colleges in your area/locality/ District/ State and 
collaborate with them in conducting various NPW activities. We also request you 
to join hands with the chemists’ associations, and pharmacists and carry further 

the campaign in highlighting message in the theme. 
 

Now that we have the IPA – SF, the strong force of students (which generally 
forms the backbone of our NPW activities), we can now even more vigorously 

channelize them, by working together with the state branches & representatives 
of IPA SF.

This Activity Guide will certainly help you to start preparing some promotional 
materials, and planning activities. The Activity Guide will help you in formulating your 
own plans towards creating awareness and Indian promoting the medication expertise 
of pharmacists. You may do up the materials suggested in this Guide, at your own 
cost or get it sponsored. You may prepare some better material with your own ideas 
(please do not forget to send us a copy of your own creations). Please remember, that 
we would appreciate if you would give due credit to IPA in all your promotional 
materials. 

We urge all the IPA Branches to collaborate with pharmacy colleges and Chemist 
Associations in their areas to carry out the various activities, and ensure that due 
credit/acknowledgement is given to IPA in all promotional material and activities/ 
programmes.  

Preparation for NPW
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The main aim of the NPW 2017 “Know your Medicines: Ask your Pharmacist” is to 
improve the use of medicines. The campaign intends to inform pharmacy customers and 
patients about the importance of gathering all the relevant information before initiating a 
new treatment with a medicine.  
To spread awareness about appropriate use of medicines among the public and to 
sensitise public about role of pharmacist and to sensitise them to ask medicine related 
questions to the pharmacist and promote pharmacy practice services as well. 
To create awareness and educate the public, other healthcare providers and the 
authorities, on the role of pharmacist in pharmaceutical care (counselling about the 
disease condition / medications, increasing medication adherence, patient counseling and 
improving therapeutic outcomes). 
To create awareness amongst the public, other healthcare providers and the authorities, 
about the NPW theme in specific and about the pharmacy profession and role of the 
pharmacist.
To raise public awareness about the medication errors and the need for regular preventive 
health care visits. Medication errors can occur in many different settings, including 
hospitals, clinics, pharmacies, physician’s office and even patient’s home. These errors 
may be intentional or unintentional and often go undetected.
To raise public awareness about antibiotics and other antimicrobial drugs to prevent or 
reduce the emergence of Antimicrobial Resistance. 

Aims & Objectives of NPW 2017

Target Audience for NPW Activities

Public (General Public, clients of pharmacies, & hospitals (patients and their care givers), 
school & college students, women/youth groups, etc.)  
Consumer organizations/ groups/Forums, Village Health Groups (Gaon Kalyan Samitis), 
etc.  
Govt. authorities – Members of Parliament, Members of Legislative Assemblies, Zilla 
Parishads, Panchayats, Tehsils, Secretaries, etc.  
Health & Family Welfare Dept., DGHS, CGHS, Railway, Defence Services, ESIS, etc. 
Media – Electronic & Print  
Health Care Professionals & their Associations: (Doctors, Nurses, Dentists, Veterinarians, 
IMA (Indian Medical Association) & other Associations, owners/Managers of hospitals 
(private & Govt.) 
Medical, Dental & Nursing Students  
Medical, & Nursing Councils 
Owners/Managers of Community pharmacies, and Chemist Associations 

For this year’s NPW, we should widen our areas for activities and advocacy, because it is in 
our interests as pharmacists to collaborate/work together with all these agencies to promote 
the pharmaceutical public health concept and the benefits of pharmacists and pharmacy 
professional in public health:
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Various supporting material can be provided to propagate the theme and the message and 
information which we want to spread as part of NPW. These may be prepared & provided by 
the State & Local branches of IPA, or prepared in collaboration with pharmacy colleges in 
your areas, or other stakeholders. Some ideas for the variety of material which can be 
prepared/used, is:  

Supporting Materials for NPW

We have prepared and uploaded on the IPA website some of the 
above material which you may use to prepare your own material 

and conduct your activities. 
 

Also, the material made under CARUM (Campaign for Awareness 
on Responsible Use of Medicines) can be used for exhibitions 

(the same is available on IPA website home page). 
 

Please ensure that if you add your own logo, you do retain IPA 
logo on this material and kindly send a sample copy of all the 

material that you prepare to IPA HQ.

Posters  
Stickers  
Banners  
Hoardings/Wall Paper  
Email messages/SMS messages/Social Networking Groups (Whatsapp/ 
Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram Etc.)  
PILs/pamphlets/brochures  
Power Point presentations/Video  
Booklet  
Articles for newspaper, magazines  
Advocacy letters to various authorities/associations/consumer organizations/health 
groups/etc.  
Souvenirs/Gifts with messages printed on it  
Greeting cards, E-Cards  
Exhibition for the public  
WhatsApp poster to 3 minute digital video or PPT  
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I. PUBLIC AWARENESS: 
Booklets: Small booklets can be distributed to the targeted segment providing very specific 
information keeping the theme in mind. Explaining the questions one should ask a pharmacist 
(what the medicine is for, what is the dose and how many times in a day and how long it should 
be taken, what are the precautions while taking the medicine, and how to store and safeguard 
the medicines).These can also be distributed as soft copy through Email. 

Pamphlets: Distribution of pamphlets to the schools, higher secondary schools, parents, 
general public with the help of pharmacy students, volunteers and pharmacies. This can be 
done at various colleges, schools, busy localities like public transport systems, in housing 
colonies/house to house, etc. These can also be distributed as soft copy through Email.  
  
Posters: Simple explanatory posters conveying various messages relating to the questions one 
should ask a pharmacist, prescription medicines, medication errors, antimicrobial resistance, 
and these can be pasted in prominent places including doctors clinics/waiting rooms, hospital 
waiting rooms, schools, colleges, various offices, panchayats, shops, etc. These can also be 
distributed as soft copy through Email. 

 Power Points: Power point presentations can be provided on various topics/aspects related to 
the medicines and role of pharmacist in providing pharmaceutical care and these can be shown 
to the target audience (schools/colleges, organizations, consumer groups, members of the 
public, authorities) – for their viewing. This can also be sent by Email- thus acting as a 
convenient mass-email/forwards mechanism of spreading the message about the pharmacist 
and his role, across the country.  

Workshop: It is important to make all stakeholders such as the patients & their immediate 
family members, the medical and paramedical professionals, the local, state and central 
governments, the regulators and policymakers, students, adults and the aged citizens of our 
country become aware of the role of pharmacists, questions one should ask a pharmacist for 
effective therapeutic outcome and to get their expertise on medicines & their use. A half or one 
day workshop can be organized for the target audience to showcase the importance of the
pharmacist in the society. 

Banners and hoardings can be prepared displaying ‘National Pharmacy Week’ along with the 
theme and logo. The banners and hoardings can be displayed in pharmacies, as well as specific
locations and prominent places, e.g. various schools /colleges, Pharmacy College, Medical 
colleges, bus & railway stations, shopping malls/complexes, market places, etc. Such publicity 
banners will create awareness about the National Pharmacy Week and the pharmacist. Spaces 
at bus stops and other important locations may be booked and used for displaying NPW 
messages.  

Below, we have listed suggestions for a variety of activities that could be done by the IPA 
Branches in collaboration with pharmacy colleges, and various other stakeholders & target 

groups, during the NPW. You can immediately begin planning the activities you would want to 
do in your locality/city/state, and go about implementing them. Please also do keep in mind to 
use the IPA logo & brand in all your promotional material in any of our promotional materials. 

Most of this material is/will soon be available on the IPA Website.

Suggestions for Activities 
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Exhibition: Hold an exhibition in various localities for educational institutions and general 
public, displaying through stalls, charts, posters on various aspects about the theme. A cell for 
Patient guidance and counseling can be made. We have enlisted detailed guidelines for holding 
an exhibition which are uploaded separately on the IPA website.  

Talks: Short seminars, presentations, group discussions can be conducted in schools/ 
colleges, groups, clubs, mahila mandals, etc. providing them information on various aspects 
related to the theme, to generate awareness.  

Rally: A rally in promotion of the theme involving pharmacists & pharmacy students can be held 
during the week, as we have been doing during the past few years. Placards with a message to 
the public can be used during the rally. Sample wordings which can be used on placards are 
uploaded by us on the IPA website. You can create your own innovative wordings too.  

Suggestions for Activities 

Media coverage  
1) NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES  
Articles/ Write ups in local newspapers/magazines in publications of local, social clubs/ 
associations, about various aspects related to the theme, aims and objectives of NPW 2017. You 
may invite the media before the start of the NPW, or contact them individually, and provide them 
with information regarding the NPW, the theme, various aspects related to it, and get them to 
publish articles/write-ups/features about the role of pharmacists, their expertise on medicines & 
their use. Activities conducted during the NPW may also be given due coverage.  

Press conference – You may hold a Press Conference a few days before the start of the NPW, 
calling the media to explain to them about the NPW, and talk about the theme, and the role of 
pharmacists and matters related to theme.  
Press release - Short Press Releases/Announcements may be given to newspapers for 
publication free of cost. For a few sample press announcements please refer onto the IPA 
website.  

Advertisements in local newspapers – These may be given, during the NPW, giving various 
messages about the NPW, and matters related to the theme. You may also include the 
achievements of pharmacists, pharmacy profession and the IPA, as well as messages received 
from various dignitaries in the state, on the occasion of the NPW. You may get these messages by 
writing to these dignitaries well in advance, asking them to give their message for the NPW. The 
expenses for the advertisements will have to be borne by the local/state Association. Of course 
you can get these sponsored. 

The NPW is a good time to initiate ‘Ask your Pharmacist column (which should consist 
of questions asked by the public, to be answered by the pharmacist) in local 

newspapers, to appear every week, throughout the year, and perhaps forever. You may 
initiate this column by speaking to editors of your local newspapers.
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2) TELEVISION 
i) Local cable is the most easily accessible, and cost effective. Advertisements and running 
advertisement displays can be shown on local T.V. 
ii) Local cable news can cover the topic, or an event held during the NPW or as a part of the 
NPW during the year. 
iii) Interviews can be held and broadcasted by local cable reporters, or local channels. 
iv) “Call-in-hotline”– a question-answer session can be held on local channels, wherein expert 
pharmacists can answer questions asked by public on telephone, and this can be filmed & 
broadcasted. 

3) RADIO 
i) Radio/FM services can be used to explain the role of the pharmacist and certain health topics. 
Radio announcements can be made giving a message to the public about the pharmacist and 
National Pharmacy Week. A few sample announcements are uploaded on the IPA website. 
ii) Interviews, question–answer programmes involving pharmacists can be transmitted through 
this medium. 
iii) Spot advertisements, health messages etc. can also be transmitted. 
iv) “Call-in-hotline” can be organized on A.I.R, FM or other local radio stations, wherein expert 
pharmacists can answer questions asked by public on telephone. 

Suggestions for Activities 

II. OTHER HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS (Doctors, Dentists, Veterinarians, Nurses): 
1) Distribute pamphlets/booklets/posters/stickers which contain various aspects related to the 
theme.  
2) Write-ups in medical journals, magazines about above matters and highlighting.  
3) Arrange interactive meet of pharmacists, along with doctors and nurses wherein they can 
express their views on current scenario of importance on 'Questions to ask about your 
medicines'. 

III. GOVERNMENT/HEALTH AUTHORITIES: 
At the IPA centre, advocacy will be done to promote the NPW theme, and the various 
aspects towards awareness and promotion of the theme through various departments in the 
Government at the Central level.  
The IPA state & local branches may take up similar advocacy work and activities with these 
authorities at the local/state level, in order to meet the objectives of the NPW theme.  
Various pharmacy colleges & individuals can also contribute to this by sending your views, 
opinions, or thoughts that could be incorporated in the representations to various 
stakeholders. In addition, you can also make letters/ representations to various 
stakeholders within your state to emphasize the need for pharmacist’s expertise on 
medicines use and in creating a healthy society. 
Local health authorities should be regularly invited for various functions associated with the 
NPW - exhibition/programmes related to pharmacy, during pharmacy week and during the 
year.  
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IPA centre will advocate through letters /emails /representations /personal meeting to: 
Indian Medical Association, Medical Council of India, Director General Health Services, 
Health Secretary, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Ministry of Chemicals, Ministry/ 
Department of Pharmaceuticals.  
‘Grahak Jaago Grahak’ – Department of Consumer Affairs, Department of Information  
Department of Education (Schools/ Colleges)  
Department of Rural Development  
Pharmacy Council of India (PCI)  
All India Organization of Chemists & Druggists (AIOCD)  
Nursing Council, TNAI, Dental Council, Indian Dental Association, Veterinary Association, 
Veterinary Council, state & local branch of IMA etc.  
Central Government Health Services and other Central Government Hospitals and 
Dispensaries – Railway, Airport, Armed Forces, etc.  
Drugs Controller General of India/ Central Drugs Standard Control Organization, AIDCOC, 
Drugs Controllers Association/ Committee. 

Issues for Advocacy: 
Seek assistance of all these agencies/stakeholders to:  

Create awareness amongst targeted segment regarding the pharmacist’s expertise on 
medicines use and in creating a healthy society and how pharmacy professionals can help 
improve Patient Health Care through – Messages, advertisements, directives, PILs, booklets, 
pamphlets, include in school curricula, etc.  
Give due importance to the pharmacist in order to make pharmacists an integral part of the 
healthcare team in our country 

Suggestions for Activities 

IV. FOR PHARMACISTS: 
Involve community and hospital pharmacies & pharmacists in campaigns to educate the 
targeted segment regarding the responsible use of medicines.
The pharmacists can also be encouraged to provide free information through leaflets, etc. 
highlighting the theme topic. 
A patient care unit may be setup wherein the patient may be advised on the various aspects 
related to the medication use and misuse. This include to educate the patient about the 
ailment they are suffering from, how / when / why to take medicines, what to avoid to 
prevent drug interactions, what needs to be done to recover faster in addition to taking the 
medicines regularly and the changes that they need to bring about in their lifestyle and food 
habits to maintain a healthy and disease-free life.
Banners can be put up displaying the theme, or any other useful message. 
Distribute handouts or pamphlets for awareness about the National Pharmacy Week and 
matters related to it, to the public.
Make stickers/labels to be put on medicine parcels to create awareness or to reach out to 
the public through short messages.  
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Suggestions for Activities 
V. IPA-SF & PHARMACY STUDENTS: 
The students of today are the pharmacists for tomorrow and they can be molded at this stage 
itself, which can provide a platform for them to become professional and dedicated 
pharmacists. Now that IPA-SF has been formally launched, IPA is working along with it to carry 
out the various activities of the NPW. We urge all the state and local branched to get in touch 
with IPA-SF representatives and work together. 
During the NPW; 

Students can be involved in specific programmes for creating awareness in community, 
even in making pamphlets, banners, street plays etc. 
Students can serve as volunteers for various programmes. 
The student council with the help of teachers can hold talks/lectures for students at 
School/higher secondary level. 
Interactive quizzes/programmes/competitions can be conducted for school/college 
students. 
A patient counseling cell can be created within the college. 
A rally of pharmacy students can be organized during the week.  
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Previous NPW Themes 
1.      1962     PHARMACY AS A CAREER 
2.      1963     PHARMACIST SERVES THE NATION 
3.      1964     PHARMACIST GUARDS THE NATION’S HEALTH  
4.      1965     PHARMACIST GUARDS THE NATION’S HEALTH IN WAR & PEACE 
5.      1966     PHARMACIST YESTERDAY, TODAY & TOMORROW 
6.      1967     GOOD PHARMACIST FOR BETTER MEDICATION 
7.      1968     HORIZON IN PHARMACY 
8.      1969     YOUR PHARMACIST & FAMILY PLANNING 
9.      1970     PHARMACIST AS HEALTH EDUCATION 
10.    1971     PHARMACIST THE MAKER & MESSENGER OF MEDICINE 
11.    1972     DEPEND ON YOUR PHARMACIST 
12.    1973     PHARMACIST FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH 
13.    1974     PHARMACIST FOR BETTER MEDICATION 
14.    1975     PHARMACIST FOR SERVICE TO HUMANITY 
15.    1976     THE PHARMACIST IS YOUR FRIEND IN NEED 
16.    1977     PHARMACIST FOR WELFARE OF MASSES 
17.    1978     PHARMACIST A VITAL LINK BETWEEN DOCTOR & PATIENT 
18.    1979     PHARMACIST FOR CHILD CARE 
19.    1980     TREAT MEDICINES WITH RESPECT 
20.    1981     PHARMACIST FOR SERVICE OF THE DISABLED 
21.    1982     BETTER HEALTH THROUGH DRUG PRODUCTIVITY 
22.    1983     PHARMACISTS AND YOUR MEDICINES 
23.    1984     DRUG AWARENESS THROUGH YOUR PHARMACIST 
24.    1985     PHARMACIST’S VITAL ROLE IN COMMUNITY HEALTH 
25.    1986     PROFESSION OF PHARMACY FOR A BETTER TOMORROW 
26.    1987     PHARMACISTS – DRUG ABUSE 
27.    1988     QUALITY MEDICINES THROUGH PROFESSION OF PHARMACY 
28.    1989     FIFTY GOLDEN YEARS OF PHARMACEUTICAL CARE 
29.    1990     PHARMACIST AS A HEALTH EDUCATOR 
30.    1991     REGULATORY MEASURES – KEY TO HEALTH CARE 
31.    1992     PHARMACIST – DESIGN AND QUALITY FOR GLOBALIZATION 
32.    1993     PHARMACIST – RESEARCH FOR BETTER MEDICINE 
33.    1994     BETTER QUALITY OF LIFE THROUGH PHARMACISTS 
34.    1995     ROLE OF PHARMACIST IN HEALTH CARE 
35.    1996     PHARMACIST IN TUNE WITH TIMES 
36.    1997     COMMUNITY PHARMACY IN NEW AGE 
37.    1998     STORAGE OF DRUGS 
38.    1999     ASK YOUR PHARMACIST: FOR THE RIGHT ADVICE 
39.    2000     PHARMACIST SHOULDERING RESPONSIBILITY IN FIGHTING AIDS 
40.    2001     PHARMACISTS IN HEALTHCARE: COUNSELING FOR WOMEN’S WELFARE 
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Previous NPW Themes 

41.      2002     IMPROVING ACCESS TO MEDICINES THROUGH PHARMACIST 
42.      2003     PHARMACISTS FOR THE PROMOTION OF FUTURE FREE OF TOBACCO 
43.      2004     KNOW YOUR PHARMACIST 
44.      2005     KNOW YOUR PHARMACISTS 
45.      2006     SELF MEDICATION: HOW SAFE ? ASK YOUR PHARMACIST 
46.      2007     KNOW YOUR PHARMACIST: FOR RIGHT USE OF MEDICINES 
47.      2008     KNOW YOUR PHARMACIST: FOR SAFE USE OF PRESCRIPTION MEDICINES 
48.      2009     MAKE PHARMACY YOUR CAREER 
49.      2010     SAFETY FIRST WITH MEDICINES - ASK YOUR PHARMACIST 
50.      2011     PHARMACIST: A HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 
51.      2012     PHARMACIST IN PUBLIC HEALTH 
52.      2013     PHARMACIST: A HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL 
53.      2014     RESPONSIBLE USE OF MEDICINES: ROLE OF  THE PHARMACIST 
54.      2015     RESPONSIBLE USE OF ANTIBIOTICS CAN SAVE LIVES 
55.      2016     PHARMACISTS FOR A HEALTHY INDIA, ROLE IN PREVENTION &                     
                        MANAGEMENT OF DIABETES

Watch out for updates on information/material related to 
NPW on the IPA Website (www.ipapharma.org)

Send your activity reports to 
ipacentre@ipapharma.org 
ipacpdetimes@gmail.com 

alkamukne@ipapharma.org 
 

In case of any queries, please contact 
IPA Secretariat at ipacentre@ipapharma.org 

Mrs Manjiri Gharat at manjrigharat@ipapharma.org   
Mr Raj Vaidya at rajxvaidya@gmail.com 
Ms Anu Rao at anupharmd@gmail.com

WISHING YOU HAPPY CELEBRATIONS FOR NPW 2017
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